Interpretive Listening

Description:
Teach and discuss various discourses in English including dialogues and brief monologues for general English and English for specific purposes as well as various songs and films in discussed from various perspectives at intermediate level. Eventually, learners can retell, summarize story and make similar videos.

Material:
1. Order foods, common conversations and language expressions in a restaurant
2. Language expressions and short dialogues and monologues in a cinema
3. Listening activities related to a department store and a train station
4. Conversations and language expressions in a hospital and a hotel
5. Interpreting and discussion “count on me and hero” song
6. How to study better
7. How to make favorite foods
8. How to fix broken things
9. Some tips on how to manage time well
10. Watching and discussing movie
11. Making a phone call and giving direction
12. Having a job interview
13. Interpreting and discussion songs
14. TV news broadcast and weather forecast